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                                            New paradigm of blockchain payment
                                            

                                            Meet the chain square point payment platform
                                        

                                        
                                            Now try using the points that are asleep all over the world on the chain
                                            square platform. Like cash, you can use it conveniently anywhere in the
                                            world.
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                            About

                            What is Chain Square ICO?

                        

                        
                            Chain Square ICO the goal is to lower the barrier to creating a point payment model
                            

                            so that sleeping points can be used in practice.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Chain Square has built a platform
                                    

                                    for the point trading industry.
                                

                                
                                    Cryptocurrency exchanges or digital currency exchanges are businesses that allow
                                    customers to make payments by converting CHS to other point assets.
                                

                                
                                    Chain Square platform is a platform that allows customers to exchange other point
                                    assets for point tokens and make payments.
                                    The creator of the point token is compatible with CHS. On the Chainsquare platform,
                                    point providers can independently do business that maintains and manages accounts..
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                            Solutions

                            Problem and solution

                        

                        
                            Although the point market and content market continue to grow in size, different companies
                            such as point issuers, customers and customers, policy authorities that manage the issuance
                            and distribution of points, and content providers that will use points as revenue sources
                            are different. Based on the interests, it is impossible to guarantee the continuous growth
                            of the market.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    PROBLEMS

                                

                                
                                    In 2018, the size of the domestic point market exceeded 10 trillion won,
                                    but the number of users who actually use points is only 30%,
                                    and most points are not used.
                                    Since the points issuing agent is centralized,
                                    it poses various institutional risks.
                                

                                
                                    First, consumers cannot be guaranteed the implementation of the terms and conditions
                                    of use, and there are also insufficient protection laws to enforce fair
                                    compensation. This is uncertain whether the issuing agency is a private company and
                                    has the intention and ability to accurately and accurately fulfill its obligations
                                    due to the centralized system, and there is no other institutional mechanism to
                                    supervise and regulate it.
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                                    SOLUTIONS

                                

                                
                                    The Chain Square project uses blockchain technology to convert points that are
                                    currently in use, converting points scattered around the world into Chain Square
                                    tokens (CHS) through the Chain Square platform, which can be conveniently used by
                                    credit card merchants around the world. It is a blockchain-based point payment
                                    project.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
            
            
                
                    
                        Documents

                        Whitepaper

                        
                            Terms of service are rules by which one must agree to abide in order to use a service.
                            

                            Terms of service can also be merely a disclaimer, especially regarding the use of websites.
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                                    Read Whitepaper

                                
                                    A white paper is an authoritative report or guide that informs readers concisely
                                    about a complex issue and presents the issuing body's philosophy on the matter. It
                                    is meant to help readers understand an issue, solve a problem, or make a decision.
                                

                                
                                    The initial British term concerning a type of government-issued document has
                                    proliferated, taking a somewhat new meaning in business. In business, a white paper
                                    is closer to a form of marketing presentation, a tool meant to persuade customers
                                    and partners and promote a product or viewpoint, White papers may be considered grey
                                    literature.
                                

                                
                                    Since the early 1990s, the term "white paper", or "whitepaper", has been applied to
                                    documents used as marketing or sales tools in business.
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                            Crypto ico App

                            MOBILE APP

                            
                                Chainsquare Wallet stores public and private keys that can be sent or received by CHS.
                                

                                A wallet can contain multiple public and private key pairs.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Android & ios app

                                

                                
                                    Mobile app development is a term used to denote the act or process by which a mobile
                                    app is developed for mobile devices, such as personal digital assistants, enterprise
                                    digital assistants or mobile phones. These applications can be pre-installed on
                                    phones during manufacturing platforms, or delivered as web application using
                                    server-side or client-side processing to provide an "application-like" experience
                                    within a Web browser.
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	Cryptocurrency
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                            Implementation

                            Roadmap

                        

                        
                            The chain square development team has long experience in the development of electronic
                            financial systems,
                            

                            and is recognized for its technology and know-how in the industry, and systematically
                            performs process management, quality assurance, and product management according to its own
                            developed chain square platform. Doing.
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                            About coin

                            Our COIN

                        

                        
                            Decentralized cryptocurrency is produced by the entire cryptocurrency system collectively
                            

                            at a rate which is defined when the system is created and which is publicly known.
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                                    Chain Square tokens (CHS)

                            

                            
                                The validity of each cryptocurrency's coins is provided by a blockchain. A blockchain is
                                a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and secured
                                using cryptography.Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous
                                block, a timestamp and transaction data. By design, blockchains are inherently resistant
                                to modification of the data. a blockchain is typically managed by a peer-to-peer network
                                collectively adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks. Once recorded
                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            Token Stats

                            Token Distribution

                        

                        
                            The ICO usually takes place before the project is completed, and helps fund the expenses
                            

                            undertaken by the founding team until launch. For some of the larger projects.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Details

                                
                                    Fundraising through syndicate or private pre-sales for the Chain Square project
                                    progress.
                                

                                
                                    Chain Square Token (CHS) sales can be distributed entirely through the development
                                    and support of Chain Square technology.
                                

                                
                                    Tokens (CHS) can participate for fundraising
                                

                                
                                    Symbol:
                                    CHS
                                

                                
                                    Type:
                                    ERC20
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                            Creative

                            Team

                        

                        
                            The Chain Square project is developing core services and businesses based on friendly
                            partnerships
                            

                            with top-notch financial solutions, blockchain development, content delivery, and online
                            professional marketing groups.
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                            helpful

                            Advisors

                        

                        
                            The Chain Square project includes top-notch financial solution development,
                            

                            blockchain development, content delivery, and online professional marketing groups.
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                            Contact
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                        Have questions? We’re happy to help.
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